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Exercise 11

(Programming)

(a) Modify the class NormalRandomVariable and write a new class ExponentialRandomVariable.

(b) Recall that an abstract method is a method which is not implemented, and an abstract base
class is a class with one or more abstract methods. Usually, the abstract base class serves as a
parent class for user-defined subclasses. Write an abstract base class GenericRandomVariable,
and then re-write NormalRandomVariable and ExponentialRandomVariable so that they extend

GenericRandomVariable (they will be subclasses of the same parent class).

(i) Take all the methods and member data that are common between the subclasses, and include
them in the abstract base class.

(ii) The abstract bass class GenericRandomVariable should contain an implementation of a me-
thod if it is identical across all subclasses.

(iii) The subclasses should contain only the members specific to that subclass and the methods
that are implemented differently across each sub-class. All other members and methods are
inherited from the parent class.

Exercise 12

(Programming) Implement the following methods as members of your class NormalRandomVariable

public double getMean(){ ...} and public double getVariance(){ ...}.

These methods should compute the mean and variance, respectively, by Monte-Carlo. That is, they are
the sample mean and sample variance.

(a) (Theory) Using the constructor you wrote in Exercise 10, write one line of Java co-
de which declares and initializes a new object mySample of type NormalRandomVariable or
ExponentialRandomVariable, such that a call to mySample.getVariance(); returns the value
0.0. Is this a valid use-case? What does such an object as mySample represent?

(b) (Programming) Write a Java program which iteratively declares an object sampleX of type
NormalRandomVariable, that represents an N (µ, σ2i )-distributed sample, with theoretical mean
µ = 1.0 and theoretical values σ2i = 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5 and with sampleX.numberOfSamples= 100,
1000, 10000.

(c) (Programming) Print the values of the sample mean, the sample variance and the Monte-Carlo
error, which are

meanX=sampleX.getMean();

varX=sampleX.getVariance();

errorX = Math.abs(meanX-mu);.

(d) (Theory) How should the error and sample variance behave as functions of the theoretical variance
and number of samples?

(e) (Programming) Make a plot of the behavior of the error and the sample variance using a spreads-
heet, as the theoretical variance is increased and as the number of samples are increased.

Please hand in solutions to (Theory) exercises until Wednesday 14.5.2014 in Office 230. You may request
for a code review of your solutions to (Programming) exercises.


